11 January 2021
DESN 374 Digital Sound  Module 2 (Week 2)

Suggested Order of Activities

On-Line Reading: follow “web resource links” on drbraukmann.com, examine and be prepared to answer the study questions listed under each link on the web resource links page.
  R2. Principles of Reverb - Audacity Guide
  R3. Adjusting Reverb Settings - Audacity Guide

Review quickly Assignment 1 Scene: Spaces. But don't start until you view both the Reverberation and Equalization videos.

View the Introduction to Reverberation Video.

View the Introduction to Equalization Video. 

On-Line Reading: follow “web resource links” on drbraukmann.com, and examine and be prepared to answer the study questions listed under each link on the web resource links page.
  E1. Frequencies and Equalizers
  E2. Using Audacity Equalization (You Tube)
  E3. Audio Equalization – Media College
  E4. Introduction to Filters

(Important note > Audacity has recently divided the tool we use most, Equalization, into two tools: Filter Curve and Graphic EQ. Find Filter Curve in the Audacity Effects menu and the Introduction to Equalization Video will make sense.)

Then Complete Assignment 1
	On drbraukmann.com you will find:
	A sample of a completed assignment 1
	The assigned dialog track for assignment 1
	The sound library with lots of footfalls, doors,
		street and club ambience to use - 
		It is in the main menu on the left
	Powerpoint notes on Reverb
		Many study questions are answered.

Complete Assignments 2 and 3
	On drbraukmann.com you will find:
	A link to The Robert Goulet song files
	A link to the Sinatra song files
	Powerpoint notes on EQ
		and many study questions answered.

Be ready to answer the study questions at the end of this assignment page, as well as on the on-line reading links page. (Some questions are identical.)



Assignment 1: Create Scene: Spaces with Sound

Important terminology: The term "sound effects" are sometimes used inaccurately to describe recordings of such things as footsteps (or "footfalls") and door slams. As they are used in film, however, it is accurate to call doors and door latches "object sounds". Sound related to what the main character is doing, such as rustling clothes, footfalls, and creaking chairs are either "action sounds" or "Foley sounds." Sound effects as a term refers more accurately to tools such as reverb or echo.

Using object and action sounds from the sound library on drbraukmann.com, plus music for the club scene and short dialog tracks in the assignment files link (also on drbraukmann.com), create a sound track for the following sound-only scene. In this scene, you are silently giving Dr. Braukmann a tour of a building, and he provides comments as he walks along.

Craft requirements for Assignment 1
• Avoid footfalls that have a “built-in” room sound. You want them to be "dry" so you can add the space around them. Listen to a few and pick dry.

• Don't create unrealistically loud footfalls. 

• You will be combining several "tracks." Be careful of simultaneous sounds on more than one track, adding up to a louder level. You may have to bring the level of each track down a little to keep them from overloading the final mix, and causing audible distortion. 

• Although reverb is a major element in this assignment, it is wise to postpone adding reverb to the sound track until it is otherwise complete, and all the sound elements have been placed. It is much easier to control Reverb then, and this approach will save you time.

• When you put together the sounds, remember to leave time (room in the track) for the reverb. Reverb needs time to complete the envelope, and it may have a long tail. You may have to insert a second or two of silence ("Generate > Silence" in Audacity) right after the footfall sound clips, for instance, to allow enough time for the whole reverb envelope. Then the reverb will not be cut off too soon, and sound odd. (On the other hand reverb would be cut off if you were leaving the reverberant room, and the door closed on that room.)

Inserting silence may seem like an odd thing. But Audacity is a unique DAW in that it requires some digital audio to be in the track before it can add reverb. Silence provides that digital track, even if it is just a series of zeros!

Track > MIx and Render helps you with spaces. If you have a track or several tracks, laid out, selecting them and using Track > Mix and Render puts digital silence in the space between each clip. 

Important Tip: Finally, after adding all the elements: footfalls, ambience, dialog, door sounds, and club sounds, the tracks can be Mix and Rendered together. Then the reverb effects can be added more easily, a different one for each space.

• As doors close, the acoustics change. The door slam is being heard by someone standing in the new space. So make the door closing reverb sound in the new space.

• Don't rush the transitions. Take a few seconds to set the scene. It takes time to open and walk through a door.

• Always use short fades on all sound elements, even if the fades are just 10 ms. A related hint: whenever you select part of a sound in Audacity, (I-beam) press Z right after selecting, and before moving or editing the selection. It moves the exact selection points to the closest zero points on the waveform. This eliminates the possibility of a "tic" sound.

• "Muted and indistinct" music (in the hallway #5 would be dramatically limited in frequency range, especially lacking upper frequencies, because it is heard through a closed door. So Amplify down a few dB, and reduce the lows and highs a little with EQ or "Filter Curves".

• A "softer surfaced" room such as the carpeted hallway, or a room full of people, would not have as much reflections or reverb. The footsteps in the club would barely be heard, and wouldn't create much reverb if the room was filled with people soaking up the sound.

The Scene
Start with typical street ambience. Nothing special or unusual is heard: just typical cars and street sounds. It is a peaceful day. We hear a character's footfalls on the sidewalk (for about 8 seconds). 

	 The character turns in to an alley. The street ambience diminishes slowly over a few seconds, as we walk forward, and as the footfalls reflect off the narrow alley concrete walls. To heighten the perception as an out-of-the way place, a dog barks in the distance. (Distance is communicated by a bit longer reverb, a hint of echos, and some reduction in high frequencies starting around 800Hz and dropping to half strength at 8K Hz. You wouldn't expect to hear any frequency over 10KHz with this dog bark.)

After about 7 seconds, a door (#1) opens. 

	 Footfalls are heard as we step inside a large quiet reflective space, like a small gymnasium. (about 50' square) The door closes behind with gentle reflections of the door closing heard in this big room.  Footsteps are heard as we walk slowly through the large room with hard walls such as concrete or hardwood, and a floor made of wood. The reverb effects on the voice and footfall tracks make it seem like we are in this type of room. (Long reverb time here. And a little more reflections. And a room this size needs a longer pre-delay.).	             After about 5 seconds, the (DrB's) voice is heard near the listener (about 5 ft away), and then again at twice as far away. Then we walk on for another 5 or 6 seconds.   (How to do this? Reducing the level of the further away sound by 6 dB, makes it seem twice as far away. Audacity’s Effects > Amplify controls are calibrated in dB.)


	 We open a door (#2) into a vestibule (small room), about 5' by 5' with no carpeting. The door closes behind us. We might hear just a small foot shuffle on a gritty concrete floor. Dr.B wonders if the next door (#3) is locked. It opens.


	The door (#3) is opened into a wood-paneled and carpeted hallway. (You would hear the opening door sounds reflecting in the vestibule we are about to exit.) The door closes. (Remember to include this door close in the hallway reverb.) Footfalls are heard as we walk down the hallway. Dr. B's comments are heard.                           Quiet, muted and indistinct* music is heard quietly coming from behind a closed door (#4)  at the other end of the hallway. (Use EQ or Filter Curves to reduce the high frequencies of this music track until the next door is opened. *Bass frequencies can get through a standard door much more easily than higher frequencies, so the highs are reduced as well.) In this hallway, because of the wood paneling, there will be a small amount of first reflections, both short and longer, and a touch of reverb. The music will gradually become a little louder as the walkers approach the door at the far end.


	A latch is turned and the door (#4) is opened allowing the music to be heard more clearly as we enter a club. Also we hear the sounds of many people partying (use more than one track, as there are people near and far). This chamber has a lot of hard surfaces (high ceiling, hard walls, hard dance floor, etc.). People's bodies soak up some of the reverberation sound. So it has a moderate reverb, not as much as the #3 and shorter than #3 because the room is smaller, with a little quick early delay common in restaurants and public houses. The people's voices further away have less low and high frequencies than the people close to walker (subtle EQ). Dr. B asks a question, and then we walk through the club for about 9 seconds. 


	Another latch is turned and a door (#5) opens out into the street. The sound of music and the party folks is diminishes drastically as the door (#5) closes behind the walkers. The muted sounds of the music then die away completely as the footsteps down the street. (About 8 seconds)


	The same street ambience is heard as in the opening of the scene. The street ambience continues for about 5 seconds until it fades.

						
Assignment 2: Matching EQ
(A few points)
Using Robert Goulet's Ave Maria as the model, use EQ and a bit of Reverb to edit Home for the Holidays to make it sound more like Ave Maria. It is not possible to make a perfect match without making the other musical instruments sound odd - so this will be a typical sound compromise.
						
Assignment 3  Matching EQ
You are given three Frank Sinatra classic recordings, and you need to prepare them to go into a single product, perhaps the background music for a film. The three recordings need to sound more similar in frequency balance. That is, they need to sound as if they were recorded in the same studio at the same time. (Sinatra recorded at Columbia, Capitol, and finally Reprise)

Your client likes the frequency balance of Sweet Lorraine, so you do not have to edit Sweet Lorraine at all. However the other two songs sound different in frequency balance. Using only EQ or Filter Curves and your ears, see if you can edit Come Fly With Me and Night and Day to sound more like Sweet Lorraine. Don't overdo it: Night and Day, although a stereo file, is actually a mono recording, so it will never sound exactly like Sweet Lorraine.

Do not turn in Sweet Lorraine, just the two songs you've edited. Please be certain your name is in the file name, like braukmannw2a2ComeFly, and that your name is in the comments box of the metadata window (the last window you see as you export from Audacity).
						
Study Questions: What is the difference between an Object Sound and an Action Sound?

Why wouldn't you want a "wet" object sound to start with?

If a sound source moves twice as far away, say from 10' to 20', we can model the change in level by reducing the sound by 6 dB. The actual starting distance doesn't matter. That is what is cool about measuring in dBs. It works the same for 2 to 4 feet, or 200 to 400 feet. -6 dB in each case.
	Of course, it works the same way for sound coming closer. Half as far away means increasing by 6 dB.
	If, however, you simply want a sound to seem half as loud, you reduce the level by 10 dB. Twice as loud? Add 10 dB.

Study Questions on Reverb
What are the parts of a typical reverb envelope called?

Reverb time is often a separate control or variable.
However, in Audacity, the reverb time is controlled by which two variables?
A: a combination of room size and reverberance

What does pre-delay change?

Would a larger room require more pre-delay or less pre-delay?
What does damping do?

What does Tone Low and Tone High do?

Explain wet gain and dry gain.

Applying what you learn: What reverb characteristics would you expect to find in a subway? (all tiled and large spaces), in a log cabin? (rounded wood logs) In an alley? in a gymnasium? On an open street? In a cave? In a typical living room? In a large commercial parking garage? What are a couple of important reverb settings you would try for each?


Does reverb change the original sound? Explain


What would you expect would be the difference between hall, room, and plate reverb types?


Echos are related to first reflections, as they both present an almost in-tact copy of the original sound. So how do we differentiate the two? 


First reflections generally arrive how soon after the direct sound? (in ms)


What is flutter echo?


What is meant by a reverb's sound envelope?


								
Study Questions on EQ
Most EQ software are plug-ins. What is a plug-in?


What do VST, AAX, and AU have to do with plugins?


What are several (of the 6 mentioned) things that EQ is used for?


What is actually happening when a sound is equalized?
What is a shelf in an EQ? (“Shelving EQ”)


What is the difference between a graphic and parametric EQ interface? (Media College link)


What exactly does a low-cut (high-pass or HPF) filter do?


What exactly does a high-cut (low-pass or LPF) filter do?


What is Q refer to?

How can you best use an EQ: is it better generally to boost the frequencies you want, or cut the frequencies you don’t want? 
Answer: If you can accomplish what you want with subtractive EQ on what you don't need to hear, do that. Boosting frequencies with EQ may work OK but it tends to also introduce some unwanted distortion.

Why might you want to EQ the reverb?


Which frequency range usually needs careful adjustments because the human ear is most sensitive to this range?  	Answer:1K-3K Hz

								
Fact to Remember: first reflections within about 35 ms are perceived by our ears as part of the direct sound, and not as a distinct echo. This is called the Haas Effect.

Which frequencies generally apply to the following typical sound editing adjectives?  If it sounds _ _ _ then adjust _ _ _Hz
(Answers given)
	Airy – breathy – Chimey - 10K Hz
	Boxy – hollow – 300-700 Hz
	In your face – 1000 Hz
	Muddy – Boomy 100-300 Hz
	Muffled – too much 100-250 Hz
	Nasally – too much 500-3K Hz
	Sibilance – 4K-10K Hz
	Thin – too much above 4K Hz
	Tinny – too much 2K-7K Hz
	Warm – abundant 100 – 400 Hz

